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SUMMiARY 

In order to assess the adequaoy of the oonventional stationary tunnel 
groundboard technique, particularly for V/STOL models exhibiting large, and 
often adverse, ground effeots, tests have been made on some representative 
models, including the experiments on a jet-flap model discussed in the present 
Note l By use of the moving-belt rig, the spurious relative motion between the 
mainstream and the simulated ground surfaoe could be eliminated and more 
representative ground boundary-layer flows could be aohieved, 

With the jet-flap model, the ground boundary-layer oondition only had an 
important influence onoe jet sheet impingement oocurred. Thus, the wing 
inoidence at which an appreciable proportion of the jet efflux flowed upstream 
along the ground was some 10 o higher with the ground surfaoe in motion. The 
use of a moving ground surfaoe was preferable under these conditions, since it 
resulted in appreoiably higher values of wing lift and stalling inoidence, as 
well as ohanges in drag, pitching moments and downwash, 

Apart from such favourable modifications at very high lift (CL 3 7), these 
tests generally confirmed the original fixed groundboard tests, whioh have been 
used to predict the take-off and landing behaviour of the B.A.C.126 jet-flap 
researoh airoraft. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The basio aerodynamio principles' for jet-flap wings have now been well 
established by theoretioal and experimental researoh, partly simulated by the 
need for basio information and understanding to supoort the design of the Jet- 
Flap Researoh Airoraft by B.A.C. (Luton). In particular, comprehensive 
balanoe measurements and flow studies have been made at R.A.E. on a generalised 
model2 embodying some of the major design features, These tests inoluded 
measurements of ground effeot, using a conventional, stationary tunnel ground- 
board. It was found that proximity to the ground produced appreciable changes 
in downwash at the tailplane'as soon as the jet sheet neared the ground, and 
also oaused large reduotions in lift and stalling inoide&lce in the presenoe of 
jet impingement. Under suoh oonditions, it was considered possible that the 
unrepresentative boundary-layer on the fixed groundboard oould have affeoted the 
development of the jet flows over the ground surfaoe, mod!.fying the general air- 
flow around the model'and oausing it to differ signifioantly from the true 
forward-speed condition. 

These particular tests emphasised the general need to assess the reliability 
of tunnel ground simulation techniques, partioularly for V/STOL airoraft 
oonfigurations exhibiting large, often adverse, ground effeots, A natural 
approach was to eliminate the spurious relative motion between the mainsteam and 
the ground by substituting a moving surface for the oonventional tunnel ground- 
board, thus ensuring more representative boundary-layer flows on the ground. 
An elaborate moving-belt rig3 has therefore been developed at R.A.E., to allow 
an aerodynamio appraisal of essential ground test techniques for representative 
model&. 

The present paper describes jet-flap model tests with the moving-belt rig 
whioh were made during early 1963. 

2 EXFERIMENTAL METHOD 

2.1 Moving-belt ground rig 

The moving-belt ground rig3 provides an eight-foot wide belt, oapable of 
speeds up to 90 ft/seo, enolosed within a fairing of overall depth 13 inches 
spanning the R.A.E. No.2 112 ' 'ft x @ ft wind tunnel (see Fig.1). The rig was 
designed for use with the tunnel lower balance, models being mounted upside 
down beneath the moving surfaoe to avoid the necessity for a break in the belt 
at mid-span (Fig.2). To prevent deformation of the exposed ground surfaoe due 
to sagging or aerodynamic effeots, suction was applied to the inside surfaoe of 
the belt, constraining it to run flat against a perforated plate. This suotion 
arrangement was also employed to achieve a flat surfaoe during comparative tests 
with a stationary ground surfaoe. . 1' 

As the boundary layer on the nose of the fixed fairing was bound to impair 
the velocity profiles near the moving surfaoe, provision was made for this 
boundary-layer growth to be removed through a series of slits, Typioally3, in 
the transverse plane through the model pivot centre, the spatial boundary-layer 
thiokness on the stationary ground belt was about 1.5 inohes, with a displacement 
thiokness, 6*, of 0.27 inohes. With the exposed surfaoe moving rearwards at 
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freestream speed and with suction applied to remove the boundary layer on the 
nose fairing, 6* was reduced to about 0.055 inches, and the variation of air- 
speed near the moving surface was reduoed to ocly i$. 

2.2. Model arrangement 

The model closely resembled the one used far the earlier fixed groundboard 
tests2. In partioular, the same jet-flap wing was utilised, of aspect ratio 9, 
with a thick, heavily cambered seotion (NACA 4J+24), and a full-span T.E. control, 
having its unswept hinge-line on the wing lower surface at 8% ohord. A high- 
wing position was again chosen, with +4o dihedral, and the original fin, with 
a high tailplane position, was also used. However, the fuselage arrangement 
differed in oertain respects, The canopy was omitted, because of the large 
outaway which would have been necessary with the modified strut entry arrange- 
ment. Further, the fibre-glass fuselage shell was slightly larger than the 
original wooden fuselage. As previously, transition was fixed on the fuselage 
nose but not on the wing, the fin or the tailplane. 

The model (see Figs.1, 2, 3 and Table 1) was mounted on a vertioal, 
hollow, air-supply strut attaohed to the moment table of the virtual-centre 
floor balanoe, with the usual compressed-air supply oonnestions5. Previously, 
an upright model arrangement had been adopted, but it was necessary to invert 
the model for the present tests (see section 2.1). Provision was made for 
distributed suction to alleviate flow separations from the exposed portion of 
strut, which now entered the model fuselage in the vicinity of the wing root 
(3ee also seotion 2.4). 

Pitching moments have been referred to the model pivot centre, in the 
transverse plane through the wing mean quarter-chord point but displaced 
vortioally relative to it (see Fig-j), At the chosen wing mean-quarter-chord 
clearance from the ground, l.$,the wing incidence was restricted to ZOO, at 
which incidence the tail of the fuselage touohed the ground. 

2.3 Test procedure 

2.3 .I Velooits calibration 

lower 
The distribution of the mainstream air flow between the upper and the 
sections of the divided tunnel was determined as before2. Thus, with the 

various model oonfigurations, the mean speed (Vo) in the test seotion was 
determined by measurements of the mean speed ahead of the ground (VA) and above 

it Cv,). The injeotion of high momentum air was again found to induoe a larger 
proportion of the tunnel mainstream air to pass through the test section. Thus, 
in the extreme oase of C cI = 4.0, the increase in the ratio (VPA) amounted to 

2.$0 Under conditions of jet impingement, however, such jet induction effects 
were counterbalanoed by jet bloukage effects, 
(see Ref.2). 

to a greater or lesser extent 

The main tests were made using suitable values of VA to aohieve the 
desired value of V. for a speoific model configuration. Partioular care was 
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taken to ensure that the same test speed was used for comparative tests with 
and without a moving ground surface. To this end, further speed checks were 
provided by three itot-statios ahead of the model at the start of the test 
seotion (see Ref.3 P . 

2.3,2 Corrections and accuras- 

Tunnel lift constr&nt correotions were not applied, beoause the estimated 
effect of the other three boundaries was extremely small. 

Allowance was made for model and strut guard solid blockage, and for wake 
blockage, based on the plain-wing CD O However, no further wing wake blockage 

0 
corrections were applied, due to the absenoe of a method suitable for the mixed 
flow occurring when the wing jet passes close to or impinges on the ground. 
Thus, the test speed, on which all coefficients (including Ccl) were based, was 

less accurately known under the car-ditions of the ground effect tests. The 
trends should be correctly indicated, but the precise values of the force and 
moment coefficients may be somewhat inaccurate near maximum lift. 

The main reservation concerns the possible effect of strut interference, 
as discussed in the following section. However, although the absolute aocuracy 
was oertainly reduced on this aocount, much smaller effects would be eqected 
on the changes ;-esulting from belt moticn. 

2.4 Strut interference 

It was appreciated that the necessity for a strut entry into the fuselage 
upper surface was particularly unfortunate with a high-wing position for the 
jet-flap wing. Earlier test& had shown that as muoh as Iffy of the total lift 
arose from pressures on the fuselage. Moreover, the wing usually stalled as 
the result of the spread of inboard separations commencing ahead of the blowing 
slot near the wing root, i.e. in olose proximity to an upper strut entry. Some 
aerodynamic interference effects from the presence of the strut were expected, 
even if strut-induced separations were suppressed. To alleviate flow separations 
from the exposed strut, a B.L.C. arrangement was provided, with distributed 
suction through a perforated surface, However, Tzeliminary tuft studies showed 
that mere suppression of strut flow separations was not sufficient to eliminate 
the associated flow separations from the nearby fuselage surface. With a lower 
strut, the upper fuselage flow had been well-attached, with pronounced induced 
flows in the vicinity of the flap root at the higher C -values, However, there 
was now a tendency for separations behind and to either side of the strut, which 
increased in severity at high CL-values. The measured lift coefficients were 
appreciably smaller than those measured in the comparable tests with a lower 
strut entry, and the wing stalling behaviour at high C -values was noticeably 
affected (see Fig.4). 

P 

Consequently, additional control was provided on the fuselage by blowing 
through a set of 3 flattened tubes':' attached to the strut guard, with one nozzle 

::z Each tube had a rectangular exit of width 0.4. inohes and depth O,O7 inches. 
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at the rear and the other two on either side of the support strut. These 
nozzles were so arranged thattheirefflux spread over the fuselage surfaoe; the 
total blowing rate was equivalent to a C of about 0.013 (for main wing C - 
values up to 2.1) or 0.025 (Cp = 4). As'the tubes were attaohed to the skut 
guard, rather than to the model, their effectiveness depended on the inoidenoe 
range which was required, Two arrangements were tried, providing wing 
incidence ranges of 0' to 20' and IO to 20' respeotively, With the latter 

the general agreement with the earlier lower-strut tests2 was 
see FigJ+), although the lift was still some 5$ less. With the alternative 

arrangement allowing a full inoidenoe range, the agreement was appreciably 
poorer, but tuft studies showed that the wing stalling behaviour nevertheless 
was olosely similar to that observed in the original tests. For oonvenienoe, 
this arrangement was later used for the main set of tests described in section 
3 (Fig.6 onwards). 

Prior to these main tests, some preliminary comparative tests were made 
with and without a moving ground surface, with the two alternative fuselage 
B.L.C. arrangements as well as without fuselage B.L.C. With eaoh of the three 
strut entry arrangements, higher CL-values were measured with improved ground 

simulation (VG = Vo) onoe jet impingement ooourred (see Fig.5). Although the 
actual magnitude of'the lift increments showed some dependence on the strut entry 
oonditions, the general conclusions regarding the effeot of ground motion were 
not affeoted. 

3 AERODYNAMIC INFLUENCE OF THE GROUND BOUNDARY-LAYER 

3.1 Soone of tests 

Following the investigation of strut interferenoe effects* already 
discussed (see seotion 2.4), a strut entry arrangement was selected for the 
main tests which allowed a full wing incidence range of 20'. Throughout the tests, 
a wing mean-quarter-chord olearanoe from the ground of 1.5: was used, which 
oorresponded to a praotioal touohdown condition, and coincided with the 
smallest olearanoe oonsidered in the original fixed groundboard experiments. 
Generally, oomparative tests were made to establish the differenoe in behaviour 
with the ground belt stationary (representative of a conventional, fixed ground- 
board) and with the exposed surfaae of the ground belt moving rearwards at the 
mainstreamqeedto ensure more representative ground boundary-layer development. 
A few additional tests were made with systematic variation of the ratio of 
ground surface speed to mainstream speed. 

Usually, a full-span T.E. control angle of 30' was employed, corresponding 
to a mean jet defleotion angle,0, of about 50' relative to wing ohord, with a 
range of CP-values from 0 to 4; some tests were also made at C = 2.1 and 4 
with the T.E. oontrol angle 0' (0 ti 20'). For each oonfigurat~on, measurements 
were first made of lift, drag and pitohing moments without the tailplane, and 
then with different tailplane settings to derive mean downwash. 

. 

e Beoause of such effeots, the present results should not be oompared 
directly with the earlier, fixed groundboard tests. 
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The nature of the interaction between the ground boundary layer and the 
impinging jet sheet was investigated with 0 c 50° and C = 0.4, 2.1 and 4.0. 

P 
Some ty'pical wing surface pressure distributions were measured and boundary- 
layer profiles were obtained on both the wing and the ground surface. Also, 
the general airflow around the wing was studied, including the stalling 
behaviour, using surface tufts and a tuft grid. 

The us 
B 

al test speed of SO ft/sec corres 
P 

ended to a wing Reynolds Number 
of 0,37 x IO (based on aerodynamio mean ohord ; to achieve C 

P 
= 4@0, the test 

speed was reduced to 60 ft/sec. 

:.2 Lift and stalling behaviour 

The effect of the ground boundary-layer condition on lift is shown in 
Fig.6. In the absenoe of jet impingement, there were only small differences 
between the lift curves with the ground belt stationary and moving at freestream 
speed. Under conditiona of jet impingement, which occurred with 8 = 50’ for 
incidences exceeding 15O, 5O and 0' at C = 1.3, 2.1 and 4.0 respectively, 
improved ground simulation (VC = Vo) res!kted in increased lift. 

Some tests with a range of values for the ratio, VG/Vo, of ground belt 
speedtofreestream speed, showed a gradual variation of lift, suggesting a 
progressive change in airflow pattern as the ground boundary-layer condition 
was varied (see Fig.7). 

Improved ground simulation also resulted in increases in stalling 
incidence when there was jet impingement (Fig.6). However, the oharacter of the 
wing stall near the ground was much the same as with a stationary ground, with a 
tendency for leading-edge separations to ocour at the higher C -values. This 

II 
behavioyr was not encountered outside ground effect, where the wing invariably 
stalled- (at appreciably higher incidences) as the'result of the spread of flow 
separations starting just ahead of the T.F,. flap near the wing root. 

3.3 Drap: and Ditching moments 

The ground boundary,layer condition only affected drag materially in the 
presence of jet impingement, when improved ground simulation (i.e. VC = Vo) 
resulted in a significant reduction in drag at constant lift (see Fig.8). The 
oorresponding pitching-moment curves, without the tailplane, also were somewhat 
straighter with the ground surface moving (see Fig.9). 

The original stationary groundboard tests2 showed large reductions in the 
mean downwash at the tailplane as soon as the jet sheet neared the ground. 
Although similar trends were found in the present tests, the quantitative agree- 
ment of the stationary groundbeard tests was poor (see Fig.lO), even without jet 
impingement. Presumably, this difference was at least partly due to increased 
strut and strut guard interference with the revised strut entry arrangement. 
Evidence of such interference was provided by tailplane power reductions which 
were encountered at the higher inciden>esinthe present tests. Consequently, it 
was necessary to consider the present results strictly on a comparative basis. 
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At C 
P 

= 0.4, representative of the results obtained without jet impinge- 
ment, the effect of the ground boundary layer on downwash was not significant 
(see Fig.10). With jet impingement, illustrated by the ourves for C 

IJ 
= 2.1", 

there was som9 increase in downwash with the ground belt moving. However, even 
if the original fixed groundboard results were modified to incorporate changes 
of thia magnitude, the major reduotions in downwash due to ground effect would 
still remain. 

3.4 Airflow around the wing 

Apart from minor ohanges in mean downwash at the tailplane, it was clear 
that variation of the ground surface boundary condition only oaused signifioant 
differences in model behaviour in the presenoe of jet impingement. A detailed 
study was therefore made of the nature of the interaotion between the impinging 
jet and the looal surfaoe flows on the ground. The general airflow pattern was 
investigated, using a grid of tufts,located at mid-semi-span of the wing, with 
surfaoe tufts on the wing and on the stationary ground. Further, some boundary- 
layer profiles were measured on the ground surface upstream and downstream of 
the impinging jet, and on the upper surface of the wing, Typioal wing surface 
pressure distributions were also obtained. 

The tuft grid showed that improved ground simulation (with VC = Vo) 
appreoiably delayed the inoidenoe at which a substantial proportion of the 
impinging jet flowed upstream along the ground (Fig.11). This was oonfirmed by 
the boundary-layer traverse on the ground ahead of the impingement region, with 
a rearward-faoing rake (see Fig.12). The jet flow readily penetrated the low- 
head boundary-layer region olose to the stationary ground surfaoe. However, 
with the ground surface moving rearwards, a more uniform jet penetratio+* 
occurred at incidenoes some loo higher at both C = 2.1 and C 
Fig.13). 

cL = 4.0 (see 
Motion of the ground surface did not l:ad, however, to any pronounced 

ohanges in the behaviour of the rearward component of the impinging jet (see 
Fig.14). 

Whether the ground surface was moving or stationary, the forward-flowing 
part of the jet separated to form a vortex-type flow between the win 

7 
and the 

ground, with outward flow towards the wing tip (see Fig.11 and Ref.2 . However, 
with the ground surfaoe moving, the reduced jet penetration led to a reduction 
in the size of the assooiated vortex and permitted the inoreased wing circula- 
tion indioated by the lift measurements already described. 

* Although oomparative downwash measurements were attempted at C IJ = 4.0, 
the results showed oonsiderable scatter Andy did not merit inolusion. 

* 0 The sensitivity of the forward flowing jet to ground boundary condition 
indicated that the magnitude of the measured ground effect probably depended on 
the jet velocity ratio as well as the more usual correlation parameter of the 
momentum coeffioient. Thus, at a prescribed value for C 

CI' 
it could be argued 

that greater forward penetration and larger adverse ground effeots, might be 
expected to accompany an increase in jet velocity (by reduotion of slot width), 
and vioe versa. 
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The wing lift changes were reflected in the observed wing surface pressure 
distributions. Thus, in the absence of impingement, the round boundary condi- 
tion soarcely affected the pressure distributions (Fig.46 o However, in the 
presenoe of impingement, improved ground simulation (VC = Vo) not only increased 

the negative pressures on the wing upper surface but also reduced the negative 
pressure region on the wing lower surfaoe associated with the strength of the 
vortex flow between the wing and the ground (Figs.17, '18). The increased wing 
ciroulation with the belt moving would be expeoted to be accompanied by a 
rearward shift of the nose stagnation point around the wing lower surface, 
which in fact occurred. 

At the chosen spanwise position, no striking differences were apparent 
between the upper surface boundary-layer profiles at 4C$ chord VC = 0 and for 
VC = V. (see Fig.1 5). This was perhaps surprising, in view of the pronounced 

effect of movement of the ground surface on stalling behaviour (see section 5.2). 
Much more detailed investigations nearer the wing nose would have been necessary 
to obtain a better understanding of the tendency towards L.E. separations, which 
has only been deteoted inside ground effect on the present model. However, some 
guidance may be obtained from turbulent bosuldary-layer calculations, by the 
method of Ref.6, whioh suggest that critioal conditions for the occurrence of 
turbulent separation would be expected to be attained simultaneously over an 
appreciable e,xtent of the chord with the observed velooitg distributions. 

4 CONCLIW'ONS 

Following earlier tests with a conventional stationary tunnel groundboard, 
some experiments have now been made on a jet-flap model, using the R.A.E. moving- 
belt rig for ground simulation. Because of the necessity to avoid a break in 
the moving surface, the model was supported by a strut entering the upper side 
of the fuselage. Consequently, some difficulties were encountered due to strut 
interference and fuselage flow separations, necessitating the provision of 
auxiliary B.L.C. devices in the vicinity of the strut entry. 

Comparative tests were made to establish the differenae in model behaviour 
with the usual stationary ground surface, and with the ground surface moving 
downstream at freestream speed to ensure improved simulation. Provided that the 
wing jet efflux did not actually impinge on the ground surface, no material 
differences were found, exoept for some minor downwash changes at the tailplane 
position. Once jet impingement occurred, however, the general airflow around the 
wing was affected, particularly the interaction between the jet sheet and the 
ground surface. With the ground surface moving downstream at freestream speed, 
rather than stationary, the incidence at whioh an appreciable proportion of the 
jet efflux flowed forwards was delayed by some loo, allowing increased circulation 
around the wing, 

Such flow changes, with the moving surface to improve ground simulation, 
resulted in appreciably higher values of lift and stalling incidence, as well as 
drag reductions and changes in pitching moments and downwash. For example, at 
C 

P 
= 4, 0 2 50°, the maximum lift coefficient was increased by about lC@. 
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The general reliability of the original fixed groundboard tests, which 
have been used to predict the behaviour of the B.A.C. 126 jet-flap research air- 
craft inside ground effect, has been confirmed, qarc IY'OIU the need for some 
favourable modifications at very high lift (CL 2 7). 

NOTATION --- 

At 
blowing slot area 

b wing span 

o,o>c - = wing ohord, (local, standard mean, and aerodynamic mean) 

CD ,CT D drag and thrust coeffioients = -- T 
qoS' 9, 

cL 
L lift coefficient = - 

qo s 

%l pitching moment coefficient = .mz 
q. 0 s 

C 
P 

surface pressure ooefficient 

C momentum ooefficient 
M,i Vi 

I-r qo s 
h mean wing clearance from ground surface 

H total head in boundary layer 

H-P 
0 boundary layer coeffioient 

90 

% tail arm 

MJ mass-flow rate 

PO mainstream statio pressure 

. 

90 mainstream dynamic head, based on Vo ' 
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NOTKIXION (Contd.) 

. 

l 

S 

S' 

St 

sF 

5 

vG 

vO 

vJ 

vU 

x/c 

Y 

a 
W 

6" 

& 

0 

gross wing area 

reference wing area corresponding to apanwise extent of jet slot 

tailplane area 

fin area 

mean speed ahead of ground 

mean speed of ground surfaoe 

main&,-earn speed (below ground for present tests) 

jet speed 

mean speed above ground 

chordwise position of present-plotting orifice 

distanoe from surface for boundary-layer traverses 

wing incidence (degrees) 

boundary-layer dlsplaoement thickness 

mean downwash at tailplane (degrees) 

effective jet deflection angle (degrees) 

. 
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TASLE 1 

Model data 

8 

b 

Croat 

"tip 
c 
= 
C 

Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 
Wing/body angle 
Quarter-chord sweepback 
Hinge-line sweepback 
Dihedral 
Model centre position 

"t 

% 

SF 
Blown wing area S' 

% 
Inboard limit of nozzle 
Outboard limit of nozzle 
Inboard width of nozzle 
Outboard width of nozzle 

604.5 sq in. 
74.50 in, 
11.00 in. 

5.33 in. 
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8.46 in. 
9.20 
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5O 
60 
00 
4O 
0.25 z (see Fig.3) 

36.0 in. 

122.3 sq in. 

106 sqin. 

503 sq in. 
2.91 zq in. 

0.116 b/2 
0.972 b/2 
0.060 in. 
0.031 in. 
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FIG.1. JET - FLAP MODEL WITH MOVING GROUND 
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FIG. 2. MOVING GROUND TEST ARRANGEMENT. 
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With the jet-flap model, the ground boundary-layer condition only bad 
ar important influence once jet sheet impingement occurred. Thus, the wing 
incidence at which an appreciable proportion of the jet efflux flemwd upstream 
along the ground vms some 10’ higher with the ground surface in motion. The 
use al a moving ground surface ws prererable under these conditions, slnoe 
if resulted In appreciably higher values of wing lift and stalling incidence, 
as well as ohanges in mg, pitching moments, and downvash. 

Apart from such ravourable modirications at vary high lilt (C,b 71, 

these tests generally confirmed the original. fixed groundboard tests, which 
have been used to predict the take-off and landing behaviour or Ehr, 

I 3.A.C. 126 jet-Yla!) research aircraft. 

With the jet-flap modal, the ground boundary-layer condition Only had With the jet-flap model, the ground boundary-layer condition only had 
an important influence once jet sheet impingement occurred, Thus, the wing an important influence once jet sheet impingement occurred. Thus, the wing 
incidence at which an appreciable proportion of the jet efrlux flowed upstream’ incidence at which an appreciable proportion of the jet efflux flowed upstream 
along the ground HBS sosm loo higher with the ground surface in motion. The along the gr& was some 1 Oo higher with the ground surface in motion. The 
use of a moving ground surface ws preferable under these conditions; since u.se of a moving ground surfaae vms preferable undar these conditions, since 
it resulted in appreciably higher values of wing lilt and stalling incidence, it resulted in appreciably higher values of wing lift and stalling incidence, 
as vmll as ahanges in drag, pitchhg momants, and domsh. as well as changes in drag, pftehkg moments, and downmsh, 

Apart from such favourable modifications at very Ngh lift (C, 3 71, Apart from such favourable modifications at very high lift (CL 3 7), 

these tests generally confirmed the original fixed groundboard tests, which these tests generally confirmed the original fixed groundboard tests, which 
have been used to predict the take-off and landing behaviour Of the have been used to predict the take-oft and landing behaviour of &he 
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